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My presentation

• The background: history
• The strategic change in 

2006
• Our study:
• Hurtigruten as an 

interest creator
• Hurtigruten and its

sterotypes
• Hurtigruten as a catalyst

for destination
development –
Nordkyn/Kjøllefjord



Background

• Hurtigruten, since 1893

• Two visits in harbours along the coast every day

from Bergen to Kirkenes

• Winter: from non-season to top-season since 2006

• From empty to full ships

• Hunting the light

• Heavy marketing

• Difficult internal processes

• Developing new products: on board and ashore

A win-win situation in many ports of call

About 30 new jobs in Honningsvåg

• A success story



Hurtigruten as an interest creator (or not?)

Hot emotions in cold landscapes 

Towards spatial-emotional methodologies 

of  interest development. 

Why research on Arctic winter tourism 

can ill afford to ignore the emotion of  interest. 

Christian Buschmann Ekeland 



Findings

• Hurtigruten, with its high industrialization, has major challenges in 
both triggering and sustaining interest. 

• … A scripted, standarised production: there are too many people, too 
little time to explore and too little time for learning. 

• … early (experience) peaks and intense boredom.

• Smaller tourist ventures with fewer tourists and little industrialization 
are better suited for this generating interest and learning.

• Interest, as a primordial urge to explore, learn and become involved, 
may be triggered and allowed to flourish given the right temporal 
circumstances. 



Travelling in Stereotypes – How German Holidaymakers and 

Hurtigruten Exoticise Arctic Norway

LINA HELENE MITTELBACH OG ARVID VIKEN

- Study from 2015

- Of German tourists

- Interviews done on board Hurtigruten



Stereotype

• Stereotypes are standardising beliefs that coordinate and 
harmonise people’s action and thinking (McGarty et al., 2002).

• Stereotypes are historically inherited and based on myths and 
fantasies. 

• Stereotypes tend to impose, by drawing on inflexibility and power, 
“a sense of order on the social world” (p. 3), 

• “… tend to translate cultural difference into Otherness” (p. 204). 



The study shows:

- The tourists are well prepared

- Romantic perceptions about the North

- Perceptions about harsh conditions and a

brutal life

- Perceptions about pre-modern conditions

- Hurtigruten are/were adding to this picture

in its marketind



Kjøllefjord andMehamn

- To fishing villages

- 30 km inbetween

Tourism development tied to Hurtigruten since 2007

5-10 new work positions created in the start

No immitations observed, but may have inspired some new actors

Exampel of path dependency and lock-in

Hurtigruten can do more, i.e. creating a bigger destination of
Kjøllefjord, by changing their sailing pattern (1.5 hours stop)

Hurtigruten as a destination catalyst
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